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which contains information primarily accessible to him and
not to me. When I control the actions of another person, I
communicate a message to him, and although this message is
in the imperative mood, the technique of communication does
not differ from that of a message of fact. Furthermore, if my
control is to be effective I must take cognizance of any messages from him which may indicate that the order is understood and has been obeyed. . . .
“. . . When I give an order to a machine, the situation is
not essentially different from that which arises when I given
an order to a person. . . . To me, personally, the fact that the
signal in its intermediate stages has gone through a machine
rather than through a person is irrelevant and does not in any
case greatly change my relation to the signal. Thus the theory
of control in engineering, whether human or animal or mechanical, is a chapter in the theory of messages” (emphasis
added).

All ‘Facts’ Are Judgments
This explodes one of the most popular conceits of the
Information Society—its alleged “democratic impartiality.”
Wiener, one of the fathers of Information Society, simply
in the interest of Mr. Spock-like rigor, can find no logical
difference, in his notion of “human engineering,” between
coercion and communication. (Readers are referred to the
numerous writings of LaRouche on the subject of metaphor,
for the opposite epistemological stance.) Wiener says that
there can be no essential difference asserted between “giving
a command” and “sending a message.” Thus, in his logically
consistent theorem-lattice, the oft-stated platitude that “the
Internet,” or “personal computers” are wonderful because,
unlike biased teachers, they simply make the greatest possible
amount of information available to the largest number of people,” is disproved. All “information,” all facts, are judgments,
made by judges—real people who decide what is true and
false, right and wrong, good and bad. Further, these decisions
are usually based on unconscious axioms, deeply held prejudices that permeate the so-called “impartial facts” that are
assembled as “value-free” information.
This does not mean that EIR would agree with Wiener,
that there is no distinction between a thought-dialogue among
men, and man’s interactions with beasts, or machines—although his “information theory” states this to be so. Wiener
is, however, correct, that the “mere dissemination of information” is a fraud, and, if believed, as it is in today’s United
States, becomes a very effective method of social control.
Nowhere is this fraud more hideously encountered than in
the assertion that “television violence does not cause actual
violence.” If there is no causal relation between what people
see and what they do, we have one question: Has anyone
told this to the pornography industry, or to advertisers more
generally? If the reason that violence is placed in programs is
to cause people to be entertained by it, does that not mean that
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it causes them to watch the program, rather than turn the
channel—or turn the channel because they are so disgusted
by the violence? Is that not a physical effect?

The Surgeon General’s Report
Colonel Grossman stated on May 20 that, when U.S. Surgeon General Dr. David Satcher, was asked whether it would
be appropriate to do a study to determine whether violence
on TV causes violent behavior, retorted that this had already
been established back in 1972! This study was before videogame killing simulators were popularized, and before the latest epidemic of violence. Participants in the founding of the
Commission are discussing multiple actions that could be
taken to fight against the culture of Nintendo violence, including an all-out fight against the mass dispensing of the drug
Ritalin to so-called hyperactive children. In order for such
battles to be fought effectively, however, the deeper understanding, supplied by LaRouche and other members of the
Commission on why Al Gore’s Information Society is
doomed, must be confronted, and mastered, that there might
be any chance at all of actually winning the war against the
New Violence.

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

Wake Up to the Danger
of the ‘New Violence’
Here is Lyndon LaRouche’s address to the New York City
founding meeting of the Commission Against the New Violence, on May 20. Subheads have been added:
Let me begin by making a few observations on the question
of what we may call the specificity of “New Violence.” Now,
by “New Violence,” we mean, by first approximation,
“Nintendo killers” in the military. We mean the replacement
of qualified police officers by “Nintendo cops.” We mean
“Nintendo kids” in the schools, from the ages of 6-16. This is
where the core of the New Violence is located. It is not in the
bullet, it is not in the axe, it is not in the hammer, it is not in
the fist. The violence is not located in the physical act performed upon the victim. The New Violence is located in the
peculiarly perverted minds of the perpetrators. The perpetrators are typically military professionals, trained by the official
military, or trained by programs designed originally for the
military. These are Nintendo-style brainwashing techniques.
This means Nintendo cops, police officers who are not police
officers any more. They’re merely Nintendo-cop killers. They
have no sense of a human relationship and their act, on the
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one hand, and the effect on the victim, on the other hand.
These are children who play Nintendo and Nintendo-style
games, such as Pokémon, who are between the ages of 3 to
7-8—are being brainwashed into becoming rage-controlled
killers, who will kill as an adult, in an adult manner, but with
a childish mind which has no comprehension of the act which
they’re perpetrating. It’s something which they are just compelled to do. Littleton is a paradigm of this problem.
The difference between the New Violence and the old,
lies not in the victim, or what the victim suffers; it lies in the
mind of the Nintendo-conditioned perpetrator. The controlling motivation lies in a computer program, not in the human
behavior of the mind. This kind of motivation is peculiar to a
society which is brainwashed into believing in what is called
an “Information Society,” as opposed to the pre-, so-called,
Information Society. This causes a lot of controversy, because, when you get to the point of pointing out where Columbine began, pointing out where—occasions in New York and
elsewhere, of Nintendo cops putting 41 bullets into a man
who had no reason to be a suspect, before finding out who the
man was. . . .
The problem is, these acts have occurred; when you trace
them back to the cause, to the Nintendo-style training programs, or the conditioning programs broadcast over the television networks, distributed as games by game companies,
game-selling companies—are used to train cops, are used to
brainwash the military the way the cops are brainwashed—
you then have to say, “What’s wrong with society?” This is
the result of the Information Society.

It’s the ‘Information Society’ That’s Killing
Now, the Information Society is being praised from the
President on down, especially the President in charge of Vice,
Al Gore, as being a good. That is, the “New Economy.” Everything will be better in the Information Society. But, it’s the
Information Society that’s killing! And when you attack that
as the source of the problem, you’re running into some opposition, and people don’t want to hear about it, and say, “No! It’s
the guns! Take the guns away!” It’s not the guns. It’s what’s
being done to the mind. I have not seen a six-year-old child
go into a store to buy a weapon—whether the weapon is safety
locked, or not. That is not where the violence comes from—
from six-year-old kids going into gun stores to buy guns. It
comes from other sources.
The characteristic of this also means that we’re dealing
with a society which is becoming dehumanized, dehumanized
in a way which was not peculiar to our society in any previous
time. This is a process which has developed, essentially, over
the past 30-35 years, which has become an acute problem in
the past 10-15 years. This is a new condition. But, it means
that when people are so locked into the Internet, and the programmed games, Nintendo-style games, and so forth, that
their relations to other people are no longer human relations,
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but are dehumanized, digital relations controlled by a game.
In other words, the motive of the individual ceases to be the
effect of their relationship to another human being on a human
level, but instead, their motivation becomes their ability to
perform according to a program which is built into a digital
computing system.

The Insanity of the ‘New Economy’
Now, for example, we had on Friday [May 19], we had
one of the biggest collapses of the market, financial market,
especially the Internet market, the Nasdaq, that we’ve had to
date. We are seeing the inevitable doom of the existing financial system in progress. We are being told, “No, this financial
system is not going to collapse, because it’s a wonderful, good
New Economy system which is going to carry us to prosperity
forever.” But then you go around the country—not only in
the state of Mississippi—where you find people saying the
economy is booming. Everybody’s employed, they say. Well,
how about the tax-revenue base; where is the municipal income for the firemen, for the police, for the schools, for the
health care, for the other things that the community, the local
community, needs, which the state used to support? It’s not
there any more! Why not? Because with working two or three
jobs, instead of one, or one-plus jobs, as they used to work,
they’re now working two to three. And the real purchasing
power they’re getting from two to three jobs per person is
less, far less, than the purchasing power they were getting
when they were working one to one-and-a-half jobs per
person.
This is not only true in Mississippi, it’s true throughout the
country. Local communities’ tax-revenue base is collapsing.
This is not a prosperous economy. Nor is it a secure one. It’s
one which is doomed. But the ideology here is: This is the New
Economy, the New Society; the Internet will bring prosperity.
We have in the school system—this is not just a matter of
money. The report is that half the pupils reaching the eighth
grade are illiterate. Now, this is not just because of cutting the
money to school systems. This is because of an increase of
the ratio of bad teachers. And the bad teachers, who are producing this illiteracy, are teachers who are responding to the
new ideology that corresponds to the New Economy.
You have, for example, in the nation as a whole, you have
hysteria. I’m getting reports from various parts of Europe—
from high levels from various parts of Europe, and from elsewhere, from Mexico, from parts of South America, from Africa—people of fair importance, hearing we’re from the
United States, say, “Don’t go back there again. They’re insane!” They’re talking about the White House, they’re talking
about the Congress, they’re talking about influentials in the
press. They’re saying the United States is the most insane
nation on this planet. “They refuse to discuss anything until
after the November elections.”
And what’s the insanity centered on? It’s centered on the
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Greenspan-Summers phenomenon. You have Larry Summers, the Secretary of the Treasury, and Alan Greenspan—
they are building up the biggest hyperinflationary financial
bubble in history as a way of trying to prevent, or postpone
the greatest financial collapse in history. And there’s no solution to that problem. The system is collapsing now. It probably
will not make it to the August conventions of the Republican
and Democratic parties. It will not make it till November, in
any case. The system is doomed.
But the whole society is characterized by hysteria. Hysteria is based on confidence in the Information Society, the socalled New Economy. The hysterical belief: “You can not
take this away from us. We depend upon it. It’s the only
possible future. Don’t try to go back to the old kind of economy. It doesn’t work. It’s dead. It’s dead. It’s dead. The New
Economy is here, and we’ve got to defend it to the last drop!”
Now the New Economy mentality is the same kind of
thing as we’re seeing in the Nintendo-killers in the military;
we’re seeing it the replacement of qualified policemen by
quick-trained Nintento-killer cops. We’re seeing it in
Nintendo-killer children, our own children, in increasing
numbers. Children from the ages of 6 to 16. We had a case
recently of a victim of Pokémon—which is a killer program;
if your child is watching Pokémon as an addict, look out! He
may kill you, or he may kill himself.
This child, four years old, tried to fly out a window, and
he flew to his death, because he believed he could fly, because
he was so conditioned by Pokémon that he, as one of the
players of Pokémon, believed he had the ability to fly. He
flew: He flew to his death. Other children kill other children
under the influence of Pokémon—specifically Pokémon. The
same kind of games are being pushed in schools, the same
methods; the same ideas are being pushed in the schools. So,
our children are being destroyed under our eyes. And often,
parents who want to keep peace in the family, will encourage
their children to play these games, because the parents either
have their own entertainment agenda, and they don’t want to
waste that on spending time with their children, or something
of that sort.

A Symptom of a Sick Society
So, the New Violence: It’s very specific in the sense it’s
a part of the Information Society lunacy which has taken over
the top level of the White House, as Larry Summers typifies
that, and many others—is also a symptom of a sick society.
The New Violence is separate, it’s distinct, it’s specific. But
society would not tolerate, would not take the Nintendo games
to its heart, unless the society were morally sick, and therefore, we have to address the problem caused by the New
Violence as the Nintendo mode of conditioning, of Information Society in general, but we have to recognize it’s a symptom of a moral collapse of society. And we have to recognize
that the reason we’re in this mess, is because we’ve been
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doing something wrong. We’ve been going along to get along,
when something was wrong. And that something that was
wrong is about to destroy us all.
Killing the New Violence will not solve all our problems.
But paying attention to the immediate threat caused by the
New Violence, and paying attention to that which caused so
many of us to become suckers for tolerating the New Violence, should be treated as a warning sign to us: Wake up!
We’re doing wrong. We’d better change it, while we still can.
Thank you.

Lt. Col. David Grossman

Violent Video Games Are
Mass-Murder Simulators
Lt. Col. David Grossman is the author of Stop Teaching Our
Kids To Kill: A Call To Action Against TV, Movie & Video
Game Violence, which he co-authored with Gloria DeGaetano, and On Killing: The Psychological Cost of Learning to
Kill in War and Society. The following is his speech to the
founding meeting of the Commission Against the New Violence, on May 20. Subheads have been added:
I’d like to talk to you about violent crime and the causations
of violent crime. And what I want you to realize is, we have
to think of violence like we would think of heart disease. It
really is a soul-disease, if you will. And many things cause
heart disease. There’s obesity, overweight—does that cause
heart disease? Yes. Does a high-cholesterol diet, or stress, or
lack of exercise, or genetics—do all those things cause heart
disease? Yes, we know they do. If you take all the existing
factors, and add tobacco to it, the result is an explosion of
heart disease, anywhere in the world.
Well, in the same way, I want you to ask yourself, what
causes violent crime, or causes people to kill. Well, poverty,
gangs, drugs, availability of guns, child abuse, family breakdown—these are all important factors. But what we know
is, that if you take the existing factors, and add the media
violence—television, movie, and especially now the videogame violence—the result is an explosion of violent crime in
any nation in which it takes place.
In America, since 1957, per-capita violent crime has gone
up approximately six- to sevenfold. Now, the first thing you
have to realize is, you have to ignore the murder rate, because
medical technology saves more lives every year. What you
have to do, is you have to look at the aggravated assault rate,
the rate at which Americans are trying to kill one another off.
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